In this paper, our aim is to address the existence and uniqueness of solutions for a class of integral equations in IFMT-space. Therefore, we introduce the concept of IFMT-spaces and prove a common fixed point theorem in a complete IFMT-space; next we study an application.
Introduction and preliminaries
First of all, we would like to introduce the concept of IFMT-space, which is a non-trivial generalization of IFM-space introduced by Park 
Definition . ([])
An IF set F α,β in a universe U is an object F α,β = {(α F (u), β F (u))|u ∈ U}, in which, for all u ∈ U, α F (u) ∈ [, ], and β F (u) ∈ [, ] are said the membership degree and the non-membership degree, respectively, of u in F α,β , and furthermore they satisfy
We consider  L * = (, ) and  L * = (, ) as its units.
is said to be a triangular norm (t-norm) on L * . 
T is said to be a continuous t-norm if the triple (L
* , ≤ L * , T ) is an Abelian topological monoid with unit  L * . Definition . ([]) T on L *), b = (b  , b  ) ∈ L * , T (a, b) = (a  * b  , a  b  ). For example, T (a, b) = (a  b  , min(a  + b  , )) for all a = (a  , a  ) and b = (b  , b  ) in L * is a continuous t-representable. Definition . The decreasing mapping N : L * − → L * satisfying N ( L * ) =  L * and N ( L * ) =  L * is said a negator on L * . We say N is an involutive negator if N (N (a)) = a, for all a ∈ L * . The decreasing mapping N : [, ] − → [, ] satisfying N() =  and N() =  is said to be a negator on [, ]. The standard negator on [, ] is defined, for all a ∈ [, ], by N s (a) =  -a, denoted by N s . We show (N s (a), a) = N s (a). Definition . If for given α ∈ (, ) there is β ∈ (, ) such that T m N s (β), . . . , N s (β) > L * N s (α), m ∈ N,
then T is a H-type t-norm.
A typical example of such t-norms is
for all x, y ∈ X and t > ) satisfying the following conditions for every x, y, z ∈ X and t, s > :
, is a metric type space. Consider
Example . We consider the set of Lebesgue measurable functions on [, ] such that 
for each ς ∈ L * -{ L * ,  L * } and x, y ∈ X, then we have the following: 
Common fixed point theorems
In this section we study some common fixed point theorems in Menger IFMT-spaces, ones can find similar results in others spaces at [-].
Definition . Let f and g be mappings from a Menger IFMT-space (X, M M,N , T ) into itself. The mappings f and g are called weakly commuting if
for each x in X and t > .
Now we assume that is the set of all functions
which satisfy lim n→∞ φ n (t) =  for t >  and are onto and strictly increasing. Also, we denote by φ n (t) the nth iterative function of φ(t).
Remark . Note that φ ∈ implies that φ(t) < t for t > . Consider t  >  with t  ≤ φ(t  ).
Since φ is a nondecreasing function we get t  ≤ φ n (t  ) for every n ∈ {, , . . .}, which is a contradiction. Also φ() = .
Lemma . ([]) If a Menger IFMT-space (X, M M,N , T ) obeys the condition
then we get C =  L * and x = y.
Theorem . Consider the complete Menger IFMT-space (X, M M,N , T ). Assume that f and g are weakly commuting self-mappings of X such that:
therefore f and g have a common fixed point which is unique.
We can continue this process for every 
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